# NEVERFURL COMPLETE
## FLAGPOLE SETS!

Each shrink-wrapped set includes NeverFurl’s original non-furling device that absolutely prevents flag wrapping and furling!

[Logo: NeverFurl]

### 3/4” Aluminum AL-075-6-WH
- Heavy gauge 3/4” diameter, 6’ Aluminum pole, white NeverFurl non-furling device, fixed aluminum mounting bracket and brass acorn.  
  *(Flag not included)*
- Retail Price: $44.95

### 1” Aluminum AL-100-6-WH
- Heavy gauge 1” diameter, 6’ Aluminum pole, white NeverFurl non-furling device, fixed aluminum mounting bracket and brass acorn.  
  *(Flag not included)*
- Retail Price: $64.95

### 1” White Fiberglass FG-100-6-WH
- Honeycomb 1” diameter, 6’ White Fiberglass pole, white NeverFurl non-furling device, white adjustable mounting bracket and brass acorn.  
  *(Flag not included)*
- Retail Price: $64.95

### 1” Black Fiberglass FG-100-6-BL
- Honeycomb 1” diameter, 6’ Black Fiberglass pole, black NeverFurl non-furling device, solid brass fixed mounting bracket and brass acorn.  
  *(Flag not included)*
- Retail Price: $74.95

*To Order*  
*Fax to:* 877-816-7806

The unique design of the Never Furl® device, allows each bushing to work independently with the wind by moving up and down, and rotating around the pole, thereby eliminating flag wrapping!

All Products are 100% Made in the U.S.A.

Each set includes your choice of a specially made heavy gauge aluminum pole, or honeycomb fiberglass pole for added strength to ensure the flagpole does not bend or break like many of our competitor’s products!